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1. INTRODUCTION 
Algebras of unbounded operators (called O*-algebra), consisting of 
operators with a common dense invariant domain have been studied by 
many mathematicians (Powers [ 19,203, Lassner [ 16, 171, Schmiidgen 
[21,23], Gudder and co-workers [7,8], Jorgensen [12,13], Jorgensen 
and Moore [ 141, etc.) from situations of the mathematical interest as well 
as the physical applications. However, it is sometimes unnatural, even 
impossible, to demand a common invariant domain for all relevant 
operators in a given problem, and so Antoine and Karwowski [l] intro- 
duced the concept of partial U*-algebras as follows: Let 9 be a dense sub- 
space in a Hilbert space 2. We denote by yt(a, %‘) the set of all linear 
maps X from 9 into 2 such that 9(X*) 3 9, and on dpt(5#, so) equipped 
with the usual sum X, + X2, the scalar multiplication AX, the involution 
X -+ Xt z X*( D and the weak partial multiplication X, Cl X, = X:*X,, 
defined whenever X, E L”(X,) iff X29 c 9(X,+*) and X:9 c 9(X,*). Then 
Lft(9?, X) is a partial*-algebra; that is, it is a vector space with the involu- 
tion X-tXt (i.e., (X+IY)+=X++XY+, Xtt=X) such that 
(i) XE t”( Y) iff Y+ E L”(X+); 
(ii) whenever XEL”(Y) and XEL”(Z), XEL”(IY~PZ) for each 
&pEECand X0 (,IY+pZ)=A(XO Y)+p(XOZ); 
(iii) whenever XE I!,“‘( Y), (X 0 Y)+ = Yt 0 Xi. 
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A partial O*-algebra J& on 5@ is a *-subalgebra of the partial *-algebra 
y+(g, 2); that is, &? is a subspace of yt(g, 2) such that Xt EJZ! for 
each XE M, and Xi 0 X, E & whenever X,, X2 E JZ and X, E L”(X,). 
A systematic analysis of those was undertaken in recent papers [l-6]. 
We here define the notions of commutativity and standardness of partial 
0*-algebras which play an important role in this paper. For commu- 
tativity of partial O*-algebras & we need three different notions: 4 is 
commutatioe if for X, YE&, XEL’“( Y) iff YELP, and then 
X 0 Y = Y 0 X; A! is formly commutatioe if (X{ 1 Yq) = (Y+t 1 X+r]) for 
each X, YE J%’ and (, q E 9; A%’ is strongly commutative if for each Xt = X, 
Y + = YE A, X and P are self-adjoint operators with mutually commuting 
spectral projections. For a study of partial O*-algebras the notion of form- 
commutativity seems to be better than that of commutativity as shown in 
this paper. If X* = 3 for each XE J%‘, then J? is called standard; and if X 
is self-adjoint for each Xt = XE J?!, then & is called quasi-standard. In the 
case of 0*-algebras the standardness and the quasi-standardness of JZ are 
equivalent. However, the case of partial 0*-algebras is no longer. 
The first purpose of this paper is to study the standardness of formly 
commutative partial 0*-algebras. Such a study for the case of 0*-algebras 
was done by Powers [19] and Schmiidgen [22,23 J. In [4] we obtained 
the result that a partial O*-algebra jkl on 5@ is commutative and standard 
if J%~$(&)c@(J%!) and (A&)’ is commutative, where a(&‘) = 
n XEM g(R) and the weak commutant Ak of &? is defined by 
.&Z~={CEB(Z);(CX[l~)=(C~IXt~)forV&~E~aandXE~} 
We here show that the above statements are equivalent if J%! is formly 
commutative. 
The second purpose is to extend the results obtained for the standard 
extensions of 0*-algebras [12,23] to the case of partial 0*-algebras. We 
need two notions of extensions of partial 0*-algebras. Let J& and J& be 
partial O*-algebras in U:(J&, Z) and .J?~(~~, Z), respectively. If there 
exists a bijection G of &I onto J%$ such that Xc e(X) for each XE &‘r, then 
AZ is said to be an extension of &i, which is denoted by JZ* = /(Ml) > J&. 
Then, 8 is linear and t-invariant, and if 8(X,) 0 8(X,) exists, then 
X, q X, and QX,) 0 8(X,) = /(Xi 0 X,) does also, but the converse does 
not necessarily hold. If Q&Z,) > .& and X, q X, exists iff /(Xi) 0 QX,) 
exists, then /(A,) is said to be a multiplicative extension of &!i, which is 
denoted by e(&)>, A,. For more details refer to [3]. We show that for 
a formly commutative partial O*-algebra JZ on 9, M has a formly com- 
mutative standard extension iff there exists a commutative von Neumann 
algebra & on 2 such that &’ is contained in the weak commutant Ak 
of 4, and 4 has a formly commutative standard multiplicative extension 
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iff there exists a commutative von Neumann algebra d on X such that .d’ 
is contained in the quasi-weak cornmutant of A%?: 
Standard extensions of the partial 0*-algebra generated by two formly 
commutative symmetric operators with a common dense domain are 
considered in [lo]. 
The third purpose is to study partial EW*-algebras which are a 
generalization of EW*-algebras to partial 0*-algebras. 
2. STANDARDNESS OF FORMLY COMMUTATIVE PARTIAL 0*-ALGEBRAS 
In this section we study the standardness of formly commutative 
partial 0*-algebras. We remark that the quasi-standardness of a partial 
0*-algebra A! implies the algebraically self-adjointness; that is, 
9*(&q = I** = (-) qe*(X)*), 
Xe.U 
where e*(X) = Xt* 19*(A), XEdf, 
but it need not imply the essentially self-adjointness because 
n x,,w32nx,, g(8) (A$$- &YEA!; X+=X}) in general. If A$ is 
directed (that is, for each X,, X, E A$, there exists an element A of A,, such 
that IIXI<l12+ llX2~112< llA5112 for V[E~), then @A)=n,,,,9(x) and 
so A! is essentially self-adjoint. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A! be a partial O*-algebra on $8. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) A? is formly commutative and standard. 
(2) A? is strongly commutative and A~&(&‘) c &(A!). 
(3) (.A’&)’ is commutative and A&G(A) c $(A). 
Proof: We show only the implication (1) = (2). The other implications 
follow from [3, Theorem 5.11. Suppose A is formly commutative and 
standard. Take arbitrary A, BE A?,,. Put X= A + iB. Since ~4’ is standard, 
we have 
X=A+1’B= (A + iB)+* = (A - iB)*, 
which implies 
A+iBc(A--iB)*=A+iB. 
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Conversely, suppose 5 E 9(A + iB). Then there exists a sequence (t,} in 
9 such that lim, _ co 5, = < and lim, _ o. /[(A + 3) <, - A+[[ = 0. Since 
A is formly commutative, it follows that 
II~~+~~~~,-~~+~~~5,ll2=ll~5,-~5,ll2+ll~~,-~5,ll2, 
which implies 5 E 9(A) n 9(B) and A + iBl = (A + iB) c. Therefore, we 
have 
8=A+iB=(A-iB)*=A+iB. 
Similarly, we have 
Hence we see that x is normal, and so A and B are strongly commuting 
self-adjoint operators. Since A is standard, it is essentially self-adjoint, and 
so A’:,&(A) c $(A). This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose 4 is a formly commutative quasi-standard 
partial O*-algebra on 9 with hermitian generators { AL}l,, satisfying 
A, Cl A, is well-defined for each 2, ,u E A. Then (AA},,, is a set of strongly 
commuting self-adjoint operators and e*(4) is standard. Furthermore, 
suppose 4?;@(&) c $(A). Then &’ is standard. 
- 
Proof Let 1, p E ,4 and put C = ;?; + iA,. Since A? is formly com- 
mutative and A, 0 A, and A, 0 Al are well-defined, it follows that 
A, •1 A, = A, 0 AA, which implies 
C*CxA, q Al+A, 0 A,, 
CC* c (A, 0 A, + A, 0 A,)*. 
Since 4 is quasi-standard, it follows that A, 0 A, + A, 0 A, is essen- 
tially self-adjoint, which implies 
C*C=CC*=Al Cl Al+A, 0 A,. 
Hence, csi is normal, and so there exist strongly commuting self-adjoint 




Therefore, ;?; = H and A, = K, and so ?& and A, are strongly commuting 
self-adjoint operators. Furthermore, since A; = {A,; A E ,4};, it follows 
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that (A&) is commutative. It follows from the quasi-standardness of M 
that &’ is algebraically self-adjoint, and so (/*(A)&)’ = (AL) is com- 
mutative and e*(~V);g*(&) c 9*(A). Therefore, it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that e*(A) is standard. 
Furthermore, suppose ~;@(&)c$(&‘). Then it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that &? is standard. This completes the proof. 
For each TE Zt(9, Y?) we denote by m, the set of all elements X of 
5?+(9, &‘) for which there exists a constant yX > 0 such that 
IIXII Gy.x IITtII for all 4 E A’. 
The following Lemma 2.3 is an extension of the result due to Poulsen [ 18, 
Lemma 21 and Schmiidgen [22, Lemma 1, Proposition 21 to the case of 
formly commuting operators. Though the multiplications on 9 of the 
operators H and AI (I = 1,2) in Lemma 2.3 have not been defined we have 
the same result as [ 18,221. This is proved on the analogy of [22, 
Lemma 1, Proposition 21, and so we here state only the result. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that formly commutative hermitian elements H, A,, 
and A1 of JF’(g, Y?) satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) H is essentially self -adjoin t ; 
(ii) {EdA); - c0<~<m}“9c~, where {En(A); -co<,I<oo) 
is the spectral projections of R; 
(iii) A,, A, E mn. 
Then x and x are strongly commuting self-adjoint operators. 
A partial 0*-algebra JZ on 9 is fully closed if 9 = $(A). Applying 
Lemma 2.3 to formly commutative partial O*-algebras, we have the 
following results. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let &! be a formly commuting, fully closed partial 
O*-algebra on 9. Suppose there exists a subset (H,},,, of A such that 
(i) P%lAEA is a set of strongly commuting self-adjoint operators; 
(ii) ({H,}i.,,L,9c9; 
(iii) &? c Ulen 6VzHj,. 
Then JX is standard. 
Proof Take arbitrary At = A, Bt = BE ~#‘4. Then, A + iBE mHi for 
some IE~. Since {E&L); -~o<<<}“~({H;,}~.~)&=~E~~(~);~EA 
and - co < p < cc }‘, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that A and B are strongly 
commuting self-adjoint operators, which implies (A&)’ equals the com- 
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mutative von Neumann algebra (E,-(p); A E A$,, - cc < p < cc }“. Further- 
more, since .A’;9 c ({HA),, n)&9 c 9, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
A is standard. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A’ be a fully closed partial O*-algebra on 9. 
Suppose there exists a positive self-adjoint operator N in X such that 
(i) P(N) = nF= 1 9?(Nk) ~9; 
(ii) NE (A’/ F’(N)):; that is, (N<lXq) = (X+5 ( NV) for V& q ~9 
and XE A. 
Then A? is a standard 0 *-algebra which equals the closure of A ) 9 O” (N). In 
particular, if 9 c 9(N) and NI 9 E A?, then & is a standard O*-algebra on 
P(N). 
ProoJ For each XE A we denote by X, the restriction of X to W’(N). 
By the closed graph theorem Xi is a continuous linear map of the 
Frechet space (W’(N), t”(N)) into the Hilbert space 2, where t”(N) is 
the topology generated by the sequence 11 Ilk; k E N of the seminorms: 
lllllk=(11<112+ ([Nkt(12)‘/2. Hence, there exists a constant y>O and kEN 
such that 
IIJXl12~~~l15112+ IINk51121> V( E F'(N). 
Since NE(A’I~~(N))~ and Nkgm(N)egm(N) for each ksN, it 
follows that X,9m(N)c9m(N) for each XE&‘, which implies that A?r is 
an O*-algebra on P’(N) and XiNk< = NkX,S for each XEA and 
5 E 9”(N). It hence follows from Lemma 2.3 that ;iT is self-adjoint for each 
A E A%‘~, so that A@(~~(N) is a standard 0*-algebra on gW(N) and 
z = A for each A E A’$~, which implies 
f-j cB(A)39= n 9(X)3 n 9(Iiq 
AEJYA(h XEA XEJZ 
= n 9(x:)= n ~(A:J= n 9(z). 
XE”f? AE”Hh AEMAVI, 
Therefore, .A? equals the closure of the 0*-algebra A I am(N), and so A 
is a standard 0*-algebra. Suppose 9 c 9(N) and N( 9 E A. Then we have 
9 t gm(N), and so 9 = W’(N). This completes the proof. 
3. STANDARD EXTENSIONS OF PARTIAL 0*-ALGEBRAS 
In this section we study standard extensions of partial O*-algebras. Such 
a study for O*-algebras was done by Jorgensen [ 121 and Schmtidgen 
1231. 
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Let AI and A$ be partial 0*-algebras on gI and &, respectively. Sup- 
pose A2 = [(AI ) > A!, . Then / - ’ is a *-homomorphism of A$ onto A’, ; 
that is, e ’ is linear, t-invariant, and if C! - ‘(X,) 0 e - ‘(Y,) exists, then 
X2 0 Y2 exists and e-‘(X2) q C1(Y,)=C’(X, 0 Y2). However, b is 
not necessarily a *-homomorphism. Suppose e(A$ ) >, A,, then C! is a 
*-isomorphism of A, onto A&; that is, both P and PC’ are *-homo- 
morphisms. 
Let Jki be a partial 0*-algebra on 24 and .zZ a von Neumann algebra 
on 2 such that d’ c Ai. We remark that A%‘:, is not necessarily a 
von Neumann algebra even if A’ is an 0*-algebra [19]. We define an 
important extension of A! constructed by d’. We put 
g(t’,.(A)) = linear span of 8’9, 
and c cckcktk E 9(b,(M)). 
k 
Then we have the following 
PROPOSITION 3.1. e’,(A) is a partial 0*-algebra on 9(t”,S(A!)) satisfy- 
ing 
(1) G(W>~; 
(2) d’ c (&(A):, c d&f:,; 
(3) tp,,(X) is affiliuted with d for each XE A. 
In particular, if ~4’ c 4&, then cd,.(A)>, A? and t?,, is a *-isomorphism 
of A onto C!&,(A). 
Proof This is similar to the proof of [3, Theorem 3.91. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A? be a formly commuting partial OS-algebra on 9. 
Then the following statements hold. 
(1) A? has a formly commutative, standard extension if and only if 
there exists a commutative von Neumann algebra d on SF such that 
d’cAf:,. 
(2) A? has a formly commutative, standard multiplicative extension if 
and only tf there exists a commutative von Neumann algebra d on Y? such 
that ~4’ c A&. 
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Proof Suppose .& has a formly commutative standard extension 1. 
By Theorem 2.1, (Nk)’ is a commutative von Neumann algebra on &’ 
satisfying JV; c AL. 
Conversely suppose there exists a commutative von Neumann algebra JX? 
on X such that d’ c A;. By Proposition 3.1, e’,(&) > .M and m is 
affiliated with &’ for each XE M. We put 
-V = {Xe JZ~(~(~‘.(&)), 2); 8is affiliated with XZ’}. 
Since &9(&,(&Z)) c 9(e’(.M)), it follows that JV is a partial 0*-algebra 
satisfying JV~ = d’ and (ML)’ = d, which implies that (Ma)’ is com- 
mutative and JV;$(/,.(&!)) c &(/,,(.M)). Hence, it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that JV is formly commutative and standard. Furthermore, 
since 1”&,(A) CJV”, it follows that e,.(M) is a formly commutative, 
standard extension of A. Similarly we can prove the statement (2). 
4. PARTIAL EW *-ALGEBRAS 
In [4] we have defined the notion of partial GW*-algebras as a natural 
generalization of von Neumann algebras as follows: A fully closed partial 
0*-algebra &? on $9 is said to be a partial G W* -algebra if J$;9 c 9 and 
A = (AL)&, where 
for a t-invariant subset JV of 9’+(9, X). Partial GW*-algebras seem to be 
important for the studies of unbounded Tomita-Takesaki theory [ 111 and 
invariant positive sesquilinear forms on partial *-algebras [4]. Let JZ be 
a partial GW*-algebra on 9. 
Then 
A! = aq (A!‘&)‘, 9)
={JkY+@,sq;X is affiliated with (A;)‘}. 
But, (A&)’ 9 c 9 need not hold. An O*-algebra with this condition is said 
to be an EW*-algebra [9]. 
In this section we study partial EW*-algebras which are an extension of 
EW*-algebras to partial 0*-algebras. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A partial O*-algebra on J%! is said to be a partial 
EW*-algebra on 9 if .Mb- {AEB(S);AEJI} is a von Neumann 
algebra, J& 9 c 9 and x ‘9 c 9. 
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It is easy to show the following 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (1) Suppose A!,, is a von Neumann algebra on a 
Hilbert space Z? and 9 a dense subspace of 2 such that A,,9 c 9 and 
J4Tb9 c 9. We put 
GA?~(A,, 9) = {Xe 6pt(9, X); Xis affiliated with A%&}. 
Then .9P(A0, 9) is a partial EW*-algebra on 9 with the bounded part A&, 
which is maximum among partial EW*-algebras on 9 with the bounded 
part A$. 
(2) Every partial EW*-algebra A? on 9 is a *-subalgebra of the 
partial EW*-algebra gp(Jltb, 9). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A’ be a partial EW*-algebra on 9. Then the 
following statements hold. 
( 1) A! is essentially self -adjoint. 
(2) Suppose A’, is purely infinite. Then A@ = A’, 
Proof ( 1) Take an arbitrary XE A. Let x= U 1x1 be the polar 
decomposition of X. By Proposition 4.2, x is affiliated with A,. Since 
1x1 = iJ*8= U*X=(U*I,) 0 XE~, it follows that 
w(~)= n qx*k (7 ~IXI)=~(JY), 
XE.M X6.M 
which means that A is essentially self-adjoint. 
(2) This is an extension of the Kroger theorem [15] for EC*- 
algebras to partial EW*-algebras. The proof is similar to that of [ 15, 
Theorem]. 
Remark 4.4. Let .A! be a partial E W*-algebra on 9. If J%’ is formly 
commutative, then it is standard (Theorem 2.1). In general, it is essentially 
self-adjoint, but we do not know whether A? is standard or not. 
We finally investigate unbounded cornmutants of partial E W * -algebras. 
We define unbounded cornmutants of a t-invariant subset A of Yt(9, 3?) 
as follows: 
A!& = { TE 9+(9,X); (Tl I Xn) = (A’+< I T+n) 
for Vt;, q E 9 and XE A’}, 




PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose A is a partial EW*-algebra on 9. Then, 
-, -, 
A, =A;=A~w=&j,c&:cRp(A, ,9)=Af&, 
and so ~2’; is an Ewe-algebra on 9 and Jt& is a partial EW*-algebra 
-, 
on 9. Furthermore, if Ab is purely infinite, then A%!: = A?: = A%‘:, = Ab . 
Proof The first half is easily shown. The later half follows from 
Proposition 4.3, (2). 
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